6 NIGHTS 7 DAYS

Day 01

Srinagar

Evening 02 - 03 Hours Boat Ride on Dal Lake by a gondola Boat called ”SHIKARA”
witness the ride on lake, called Venice of India & experience the aquatic life of
Srinagar Overnight at the Hotel.

Day 02: In Srinagar/Gulmarg / Srinagar
Full Day return excursion to Gulmarg, called as “Meadow of Flowers”.
Gulmarg is 53 Kms from Srinagar at an altitude of 8700-ft. Gulmarg also referred as
Meadow of Flowers is a famous Ski Resort & the world’s highest 18 hole Golf
Course. The place was prominent during the British time. Enjoy the scenic view of
Kongdori on a Cable Car Ride – OPTIONAL (Gondola) Return to Srinagar for a
Dinner & Overnight at the Hotel / Housebaot

Day 03: In Srinagar / Sonamarg / Srinagar
After breakfast leave for full day excursion to Sonamarg. Situated at an altitude of
9000 Ft. Sonamarg – 84 Kms is also called as “The meadow of gold” has, as it’s
Backdrop, snowy mountains against a cerulean sky. The Sindh River that meanders
through the valley abounds with trout and mahaseer. Ponies can be hired for the trip

up to Thajiwas glacier, which is a major local attraction during the summer. Evening
return to Srinagar. Overnight
Day 04: Srinagar / Pahalgam
After breakfast drive to Pahalgam, situated at the confluence of the streams flowing
from Sheshnag Lake and the Lidder River, Pahalgam (2,130 m) was once a humble
shepherd's village with breathtaking views. Now it is Kashmir's premier resort, cool
even during the height of summer when the maximum temperature does not exceed
250C. A number of hotels and lodges cater to all preferences and budgets, from
luxurious hotels to unpretentious trekkers' lodges. Around Pahalgam are many places
of interest, and because the resort is set between fairly steep hills, it is worth hiring a
pony rather than walking. Pony fares are posted at prominent locations.
The most beautiful of these is the huge, undulating meadow of Baisaran, surrounded
by thickly wooded forests of pine. Hajan, on the way to Chandanwari, is an idyllic
spot for a picnic. Filmgoers will recognize it instantly as it has been the location of
several movie scenes.
Pahalgam has within it no fewer than eight tiny villages, one of which is Mamal. There
is a Shiva temple here, generally considered to be Kashmir's oldest existing temple,
dating to the 5th century.

Day 05: In Pahalgam
Free day in Pahalgam (Optional) Chandwar and Auru and Beetab Valley
Day 06:

Pahalgam / Srinagar

Afternoon Visit famous Mogul Garden "Nishat"(The Garden of Pleasure) and
"Shalimar" (Abode of All). Drive along the Lake side on Boulevard On return visit a
local Handicrafts Emporium for hand-knotted specialty silken carpets, shawls, jeweler
ornaments. After lunch, In second half day Visit Shankaracharya Temple.
Afternoon free for shopping.
Day 07:

In time transfer to airport to connect onward flight.

